The Relationship between Membrane Fluidity and Permeabilities to Water, Solutes, Ammonia, and Protons
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ABSTRACT Several barrier epithelia such as renal collecting duct, urinary bladder, and gastric mucosa maintain high osmotic pH and solute gradients between body compartments and the blood by means of apical membranes of exceptionally low permeabilities. Although the mechanisms underlying these low permeabilities have been only poorly defined, low fluidity of the apical membrane has been postulated. The solubility diffusion model predicts that lower membrane fluidity will reduce permeability by reducing the ability of permeant molecules to diffuse through the lipid bilayer. However, little data compare membrane fluidity with permeability properties, and it is unclear whether fluidity determines permeability to all, or only some substances. We therefore studied the permeabilities of a series of artificial large unilamellar vesicles (LUV) of eight different compositions, exhibiting a range of fluidities encountered in biological membranes. Cholesterol and sphingomyelin content and acyl chain saturation were varied to create a range of fluidities. LUV anisotropy was measured as steady state fluorescence polarization of the lipophilic probe DPH. LUV permeabilities were determined by monitoring concentration-dependent or pH-sensitive quenching of entrapped carboxyfluorescein on a stopped-flow fluorimeter. The relation between DPH anisotropy and permeability to water, urea, acetamide, and NH₃ was well fit in each instance by single exponential functions (r > 0.96), with lower fluidity corresponding to lower permeability. By contrast, proton permeability correlated only weakly with fluidity. We conclude that membrane fluidity determines permeability to most nonionic substances and that transmembrane proton flux occurs in a manner distinct from flux of other substances.

INTRODUCTION

Several epithelial apical membranes such as those of the renal collecting duct and thick ascending limb, urinary bladder, and stomach exhibit strikingly low permeabilities to water and small nonelectrolytes such as urea (Kikeri, Sun, Zeidel, and...
Hebert, 1989; Harris, Strange, and Zeidel, 1991; Grossman, Harris, Star, and Zeidel, 1992; Priver, Rabon, and Zeidel, 1993; Zeidel, Strange, Emma, and Harris, Jr., 1993). Although these permeabilities have been measured in a number of biological membranes, the mechanisms by which these low permeability membranes function to limit the rate of flux remain unclear. In the absence of carrier molecules or channels, permeation of molecules across membranes is thought to occur via the lipid bilayer by a three-step process involving the partitioning of the substance from the aqueous phase on one side into the bilayer, its diffusion across the bilayer, and its partitioning from the bilayer into the aqueous phase on the other side (Finkelstein, 1986; Stein, 1989, 1990). This model, called the solubility-diffusion model of permeation, has been validated by the demonstration that the permeability of a substance is directly related to its oil-water partition coefficient, as well as to molecular radius, which provides a measure of the barrier to diffusion of the substance through the lipid bilayer itself (Finkelstein, 1986; Lieb, and Stein, 1969; Stein, 1989). The solubility-diffusion model also predicts that reductions in the fluidity of the lipid bilayer will reduce the rate at which substances diffuse across the bilayer (Finkelstein, 1986). Although some studies have related predicted membrane fluidity to water permeability (Finkelstein, 1986), there has been no systematic study comparing measured fluidities to measured permeabilities for a wide variety of membranes. We therefore investigated the relationship between averaged fluidity of the bilayer as estimated by DPH anisotropy and permeability by comparing permeabilities to water, urea, acetamide, ammonia, and protons (although it is not known at physiological pH levels whether protons cross the membrane in the form of H⁺ (H₂O⁺) or OH⁻, we will use the term "protons" to refer to these fluxes) of a series of artificial lipid membranes (large unilamellar vesicles, LUV) exhibiting a wide range of fluidities. The results demonstrate a tight relationship between membrane fluidities and permeabilities for all substances except protons, indicating that protons cross the membrane by mechanisms distinct from those for other substances.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Materials

Carboxyfluorescein (CF) and 1,6-diphenyl-1,3,5-hexatriene (DPH) were obtained from Molecular Probes, Inc. (Eugene, OR). Anti-fluorescein antibody was prepared as described (Harris, Kikeri, Janoshazi, Solomon, and Zeidel, 1990). Urea was obtained from Bio Rad Laboratories (Richmond, CA). Cholesterol (CH), sphingomyelin (SPH), 1-palmitoyl-2-oleoyl lecithin (POPC), 1-palmitoyl-2-arachidonoyl lecithin (PAPC), and dilinoleoyl lecithin (DLPC) were obtained from Avanti Polar Lipids, Inc. (Alabaster, AL). All other chemicals were obtained from Sigma Chemical Co. (St. Louis, MO).

Solutions

NaCl buffer contained 0.15 M NaCl, and 0.01 M N-(2-hydroxyethyl)piperazine-N'2-ethanesulfonic acid (HEPES; pH 7.5, 310 mOsm/kg). KCl buffer contained 0.15 M NaCl, 0.03 M KCl, and 0.01 M HEPES (pH 7.5, 340 mOsm/kg). Nonelectrolyte buffer contained 0.1 M NaCl, 0.343 M nonelectrolyte (urea or acetamide), and 0.01 M HEPES (pH 7.5, 560 mOsm/kg).
LUV Preparation and Characterization

LUV of the following lipid compositions were prepared, based on a previous study which developed algorithms for relating lipid composition to fluorescence anisotropy (Van Blitterswijk, Van Der Meer, and Hilkmann, 1987): (a) 100% DLPC; (b) 100% PAPC; (c) 100% POPC; (d) 90% POPC/10% CH M/M; (e) 80% POPC/20% CH; (f) 60% POPC/40% CH; (g) 25% POPC/35% SPH/40% CH; and (h) 60% SPH/40% CH. The appropriate lipids were mixed, dried under N2, and lyophilized to remove residual solvent. Lipid was then resuspended in NaCl buffer and LUV were made by serial extrusion of lipid through a polycarbonate filter (High Pressure Vesicle Extruder, Sciema, Vancouver, Canada; Nuclepore, 0.1 μm) (Priver et al., 1993.; Lande, Priver, and Zeidel, 1994). CF was added to buffer before extrusion of LUV to be used for flux measurements. LUV size was determined by quasielastic light scattering as previously described (Donovan, Benedek, and Carey, 1987; Cohen, Angelico, and Carey, 1989). Equipment included an argon ion laser (model 164, Spectra Physics, Mountain View, CA), an autocorrelator (BI-2030AT, Brookhaven Instruments, Holtsville, NY) and a thermostatically controlled sample holder. Analysis by the method of cumulants yielded mean hydrodynamic radius and polydispersity, a measure of the width of particle distribution about the mean (Mazer, Benedek, and Carey, 1980).

Fluorescence Anisotropy Measurements

LUV were incubated with 1.5 μM DPH in NaCl buffer at a probe-to-lipid molar ratio of 1:400 (Van Blitterswijk et al., 1987). Fluorescence polarization at room temperature was measured on an SLM-Aminco 500C spectrofluorometer adapted for fluorescence polarization (excitation 360 nm, emission 430 nm). Anisotropy corrected for ambient buffer fluorescence was calculated automatically using software supplied by SLM-Aminco.

Permeability Measurements

All flux measurements were performed at room temperature. For each permeability measurement, n refers to an individual measurement performed on an individual LUV preparation.

Water Permeability

Osmotic water permeability (Pf) was measured by monitoring self quenching of entrapped CF (Lande et al., 1994; Zeidel, Ambudkar, Smith, and Agre, 1992; Grossman et al., 1992; Priver et al., 1993; Zeidel et al., 1993). Vesicles were abruptly exposed to an osmotic gradient by rapid mixing in a stopped flow fluorimeter (SF.17MV, Applied Photophysics, Leatherhead, UK) with a measured dead time of 0.7 ms; extravesicular CF was completely quenched with antifluorescein antibody. The excitation wavelength was 490 nm. The emission wavelength was filtered with a 515-nm cutoff filter. LUV in NaCl buffer were placed in one drive syringe, and NaCl buffer made hypertonic with the addition of sucrose was placed in the other drive syringe. Upon mixing, intravesicular CF concentration increased as water efflux occurred, leading to concentration-dependent CF quenching (see Fig. 2).

Fluorescence data from the stopped-flow device from 5-10 individual determinations were averaged and fit to a single exponential curve using software supplied by Applied Photophysics. The software utilizes a nonlinear regression (Marquardt) algorithm calculated from the time course using the Curfit routine. Pf was calculated from the time course of relative fluorescence by comparing single-exponential time constants fitted to simulated curves in which Pf was varied. Simulated curves were calculated using a commercially available software package (MathCad) from the osmotic permeability equation:

\[
dV(t)/dt = (P_f)(SAV)(MW)\{[C_{in}/V(t)] - C_{out}\}
\]
where \( V(t) \) is the relative volume of the vesicles at time \( t \), \( P_f \) is osmotic water permeability, \( SA/V \) is the vesicle surface area-to-volume ratio, \( MWV \) is the molar volume of water (18 cm\(^3\)/mol), and \( C_{in} \) and \( C_{out} \) are the initial concentrations of total solute inside and outside the vesicle, respectively. Because the volume within the vesicle was small compared with the volume outside, it was assumed that \( C_{out} \) remained constant throughout the experiment. Parameters from the exponential fit (amplitude and endpoint) were used to relate relative fluorescence to relative volume using boundary assumptions that relative fluorescence and volume are 1.0 at time zero and that relative volume reaches a known value (if at time zero the osmolality outside is double that inside, the relative volume reaches 0.5) at the end of the experiment.

**Urea and Acetamide Permeability \( (P_z) \)**

\( P_z \) was determined by monitoring relative fluorescence during efflux of permeant solute (see Fig. 3) (Zeidel et al., 1992, 1993; Lande et al., 1994; Piqueras, Somers, Hammond, Strange, Harris, Gawryl, and Zeidel, 1993; Priver et al., 1993; Chang, Hammond, Sun, and Zeidel, 1994). LUV were preequilibrated with nonelectrolyte buffer containing urea or acetamide (internal nonelectrolyte concentration 343 mM, total osmolality 560 mOsm/kg) by 30 min incubation at room temperature. Vesicles were then abruptly exposed to an equal volume of extravesicular solution containing NaCl buffer with enough sucrose added to raise the osmolality to 560 mOsm/kg, resulting in an extravesicular compartment with equal osmolality but half the nonelectrolyte concentration compared to the intravesicular compartment. Initial conditions as the two solutions were mixed were 343 mOsm permeant solute and 217 impermeant solute inside the vesicle and 171.5 mOsm permeant solute and 388.5 mOsm impermeant solute outside the vesicle. Nonelectrolyte effluxed down its concentration gradient, leading to water efflux and CF self quenching. The general formula defining solute flux across a membrane is:

\[
J_z = \frac{dz}{dt} = (P_z)(SA)(\Delta C)
\]

(2)

where \( J_z \) is the flux of the permeant solute \( z \), \( P_z \) is the permeability of the permeant solute \( z \), \( SA \) is the surface area of the vesicle, and \( \Delta C \) is the difference in concentration of permeant solute inside and outside the vesicle. If

\[
V_{rel} = \frac{V(t)}{V_o}
\]

(3)

where \( V_o \) is the initial volume of the vesicle and \( V_{rel} \) and \( V(t) \) are the relative and absolute volumes, respectively, at time \( t \), then for our conditions:

\[
\frac{dz}{dt} = 560(V_o - V_{rel})
\]

(4)

\[
\Delta C = 948.5 - \left(\frac{777}{V_{rel}}\right)
\]

(5)

and therefore:

\[
\frac{dV_{rel}}{dt} = P_{urea}(SA/V_o)(1/560)\left(\frac{777}{V_{rel}} - 948.5\right)
\]

(6)

By use of parameters from the single-exponential curve fit to the data, \( P_z \) was solved using MathCad.

**Proton permeability \( (P_{H^+}) \)**

Proton permeability was determined by monitoring pH-sensitive CF quenching on the stopped-flow device (Lande et al., 1994; Piqueras et al., 1993; Chang et al., 1994; Zeidel, Nielsen, Smith, Ambudkar, Maunsbach, and Agre, 1994). LUV loaded with 0.1 mM CF were equilibrated with KCl buffer containing 1 nM valinomycin at pH 7.5. Vesicles were then abruptly mixed with KCl buffer containing enough HCl to lower the final extravesicular pH from 7.5 to 6.7. Stepwise reductions in the extravesicular pH led to reductions in the intravesicular pH and in the fluorescence of entrapped CF. Over the pH range used, relative fluorescence was linearly correlated with pH for all lipid compositions (data not shown). Fluorescence data from the
stopped-flow device were fit to a single exponential curve and fitting parameters were used to solve the equation for proton permeability. The general equation for $P_{H^+}$ is:

$$J_{H^+} = (P_{H^+})(SA)(AC) = \frac{\Delta pH}{t}(BCV)$$

(7)

where $J_{H^+}$ is the flux of protons, $P_{H^+}$ is the proton permeability, $SA$ is the surface area of the vesicle, $AC$ is the initial difference in concentration of protons between the inside and outside of the vesicle, $\Delta pH$ is the excursion in pH when time equals $1/t$, $t$ is the time constant of the single-exponential curve describing the change in fluorescence as a function of time, and $BCV$ is the buffer capacity of an individual vesicle. Buffer capacity was determined using acetate steps as described (Lande et al., 1994; Piqueras et al., 1993; Chang et al., 1994; Zeidel et al., 1994).

Ammonia permeability ($P_{NH_3}$). $P_{NH_3}$ was determined by monitoring pH-sensitive fluorescence of CF on the stopped-flow device after rapid mixing of LUV in NaCl buffer at pH 6.7-6.8 containing ammonium chloride at a final concentration of 5 mM (Lande et al., 1994; Piqueras et al., 1993; Chang et al., 1994; Zeidel et al., 1994). The small amount of NH3 present in the ammonium chloride permeates the membrane, titrates intravesicular protons, forming $NH_4^+$, and thereby raising intravesicular pH. The final intravesicular pH was determined from the linear correlation between relative fluorescence and pH. Using the rate of change of intravesicular pH, the final intravesicular pH, and the buffer capacity, $P_{NH_3}$ was calculated.

RESULTS

Anisotropy Measurements

As shown in Fig. 1 and listed in Table I, the eight lipid compositions studied exhibited a wide range of fluidities, as represented by their anisotropies. As expected, increased acyl chain saturation and increasing cholesterol and sphingomyelin content resulted in lower averaged fluidity of the bilayer (higher anisotropy) (Van Blitterswijk et al., 1987). Importantly, the measured values resembled closely those

![Figure 1. Fluorescence anisotropy of liposomes of varying lipid composition. Abbreviations as in Methods. Data represent means ± standard errors for a minimum of three different determinations.](image-url)
obtained by previous investigators working with liposomes of identical compositions (Van Blitterswijk et al., 1987).

Permeability Measurements

As shown in the permeability equations above, calculation of permeabilities from flux data requires knowledge of liposome diameter, so that surface area, volume and surface area to volume ratios can be calculated. Although extrusion has been shown in numerous previous studies to provide liposomes of uniform diameter that approximate the pore size of the filters used (Hope, Bally, Webb, and Cullis, 1985), we performed measurements of liposome size using quasielastic light scattering.

### TABLE I

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LUV population</th>
<th>( P_t )</th>
<th>( P_{\text{area}} )</th>
<th>( P_{\text{anisotropy}} )</th>
<th>( P_{\text{H+}} )</th>
<th>( P_{\text{NH3}} )</th>
<th>Anisotropy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>100% DLPC</td>
<td>( 1.5 \pm 0.3 \times 10^{-4} )</td>
<td>( 3.8 \pm 0.7 \times 10^{-4} )</td>
<td>( 1.0 \pm 0.2 \times 10^{-1} )</td>
<td>( 5.6 \pm 0.3 \times 10^{-1} )</td>
<td>( 7.8 \pm 1.5 \times 10^{-2} )</td>
<td>( 7.4 \pm 0.2 \times 10^{-2} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100% PAPC</td>
<td>( 1.5 \pm 0.4 \times 10^{-4} )</td>
<td>( 3.5 \pm 0.6 \times 10^{-4} )</td>
<td>( 1.0 \pm 0.2 \times 10^{-4} )</td>
<td>( 2.0 \pm 0.6 \times 10^{-1} )</td>
<td>ND</td>
<td>( 8.1 \pm 0.1 \times 10^{-2} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100% POPC</td>
<td>( 7.2 \pm 1.8 \times 10^{-1} )</td>
<td>( 1.5 \pm 0.4 \times 10^{-6} )</td>
<td>( 5.2 \pm 1.0 \times 10^{-3} )</td>
<td>( 5.6 \pm 0.5 \times 10^{-1} )</td>
<td>( 5.6 \pm 1.0 \times 10^{-1} )</td>
<td>( 1.0 \pm 0.02 \times 10^{-1} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90% POPC</td>
<td>( 5.3 \pm 1.1 \times 10^{-3} )</td>
<td>( 4.9 \pm 0.3 \times 10^{-1} )</td>
<td>( 5.6 \pm 1.4 \times 10^{-1} )</td>
<td>( 1.7 \pm 0.5 \times 10^{-1} )</td>
<td>( 4.4 \pm 0.4 \times 10^{-2} )</td>
<td>( 1.2 \pm 0.01 \times 10^{-1} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10% CH</td>
<td>( 2.9 \pm 0.9 \times 10^{-1} )</td>
<td>( 4.3 \pm 0.8 \times 10^{-1} )</td>
<td>( 2.6 \pm 0.7 \times 10^{-1} )</td>
<td>( 1.3 \pm 0.3 \times 10^{-1} )</td>
<td>( 5.5 \pm 0.7 \times 10^{-2} )</td>
<td>( 1.4 \pm 0.08 \times 10^{-1} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20% CH</td>
<td>( 1.6 \pm 0.8 \times 10^{-1} )</td>
<td>( 1.2 \pm 0.3 \times 10^{-1} )</td>
<td>( 1.8 \pm 0.3 \times 10^{-1} )</td>
<td>( 7.6 \pm 1.8 \times 10^{-2} )</td>
<td>ND</td>
<td>( 2.0 \pm 0.06 \times 10^{-1} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40% POPC</td>
<td>( 8.5 \pm 3.9 \times 10^{-1} )</td>
<td>( 4.4 \pm 2.5 \times 10^{-1} )</td>
<td>( 7.9 \pm 1.9 \times 10^{-1} )</td>
<td>( 1.1 \pm 0.3 \times 10^{-1} )</td>
<td>( 6.8 \pm 1.8 \times 10^{-3} )</td>
<td>( 2.0 \pm 0.06 \times 10^{-1} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55% POPC/40%SPH</td>
<td>( 3.6 \pm 1.5 \times 10^{-1} )</td>
<td>( 4.4 \pm 2.5 \times 10^{-1} )</td>
<td>( 7.9 \pm 1.9 \times 10^{-1} )</td>
<td>( 1.1 \pm 0.3 \times 10^{-1} )</td>
<td>( 6.8 \pm 1.8 \times 10^{-3} )</td>
<td>( 2.0 \pm 0.06 \times 10^{-1} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45%SPH/40%CH</td>
<td>( 2.2 \pm 0.6 \times 10^{-1} )</td>
<td>( 5.0 \pm 0.6 \times 10^{-1} )</td>
<td>( 2.8 \pm 1.1 \times 10^{-1} )</td>
<td>( 1.1 \pm 0.3 \times 10^{-1} )</td>
<td>( 6.8 \pm 1.8 \times 10^{-3} )</td>
<td>( 2.0 \pm 0.06 \times 10^{-1} )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Partition coefficients (K) are referenced in Zeidel et al. (1992a) and Grossman et al. (1992). Data from Priver et al. (1993).

All liposome preparations exhibited unimodal distributions of diameters ranging from 112 to 158 nm, with maximal standard errors of 3%. These diameters were used to calculate permeabilities. When selected preparations were examined by electron microscopy as previously described (Zeidel et al., 1992, 1993; Lande et al., 1994; Piqueras et al., 1993); diameters obtained by both methods were in good agreement.

Figs. 2–5 show representative examples of flux measurements of water, urea, protons, and ammonia in LUV of varying composition and fluidity. Each LUV preparation behaved as a single population in stopped-flow measurements of osmotic water efflux, nonelectrolyte efflux, H⁺ influx, and NH₃ influx, permitting unambiguous
calculation of permeability coefficients. In all water and small nonelectrolyte stopped-flow measurements, the final fluorescence was stable, indicating that sucrose, Na+, and Cl− permeation of LUV were negligible over the time scales used, and that a steady state condition had been attained. Table I summarizes the permeabilities to water, urea, acetamide, protons, and ammonia of all of the LUV populations studied. Proton permeability could not be determined for SPH/CH LUV due to a fluorescence artifact encountered during the stopped-flow experiments. It is apparent that permeabilities to water, small nonelectrolytes, and ammonia, but not protons changed markedly as a function of fluidity.

Relation of Averaged Fluidity of the Bilayer to Permeability

Fig. 6 relates permeabilities to water, urea, acetamide, protons, and ammonia to fluorescence anisotropy. As shown in Fig. 6, A–D, the relation is well fit to single exponential functions (r ≥ 0.96) for water, urea, acetamide, and ammonia. By contrast, proton permeability varies less with fluidity (Fig. 7).

The solubility diffusion model of permeability predicts that reductions in mem-
brane fluidity will reduce permeability by reducing the rate at which substances diffuse across the lipid bilayer (Finkelstein, 1986; Lieb and Stein, 1969; Stein, 1989, 1990). The relationship between measured permeability of a substance, $P_t$, and its determinants can be expressed as:

$$P_t = \frac{(D_{\text{mem}} K)}{d}$$

where $D_{\text{mem}}$ is the diffusion coefficient for the substance across the lipid bilayer, $K$ is the partition coefficient in a model solvent, hexadecane, and $d$ is the thickness of the lipid bilayer; this thickness was assumed to be the same for all lipid compositions (Stein, 1989, 1990) and was estimated to be $50 \, \text{Å}$, the value measured for lipid bilayers formed with egg lecithin in decane (Xiang, Chen, and Anderson, 1992). If $P_t$ is in cm/s, and $d$ is expressed in cm, $D_{\text{mem}}$ is expressed in cm$^2$/s. Previous studies have shown that, as occurs in free solution, in lipid bilayers, the logarithm of $D_{\text{mem}}$ is inversely related to molecular radius of the permeating substance (Stein, 1989, 1990).
1990). The molecular radius of the permeating substance provides a measure of the amount of steric hindrance the substance will encounter in crossing the lipid bilayer. From these results, we would predict that $D_{mem}$ would be similarly related to a measure of the steric hindrance offered by the lipid bilayer to a given substance, the membrane fluidity. Fig. 8 shows the relationship between $ln D_{mem}$ and averaged fluidity of the bilayer as reported by fluorescence anisotropy for water, urea, and acetamide permeabilities. A similar tight correlation was observed for ammonia (data not shown).

**DISCUSSION**

The apical membranes of several barrier epithelia, including the mammalian collecting duct and the amphibian urinary bladder in the absence of antidiuretic hor-
mone, the mammalian thick ascending limb, urinary bladder, and gastric mucosa, must withstand large concentration gradients to protect against cell damage and loss of barrier function (Kikeri et al., 1989; Harris et al., 1991; Grossman et al., 1992; Priver et al., 1993; Zeidel et al., 1993). In the absence of specific transporter proteins, substances permeate biological membranes via the lipid bilayer, so that the barrier function of these apical membranes must be defined in terms of the mechanisms by which substances permeate lipid bilayers (Finkelstein, 1986; Stein, 1989, 1990). Indeed, early studies demonstrated that simple combinations of phospholipids and cholesterol could mimic the entire range of water and urea permeabilities encountered in nature (Finkelstein, 1976a, b, 1986).

The solubility-diffusion model of permeation states that the permeability of a substance is determined by its oil:water partition coefficient ($K$) and its diffusion coefficient through bulk lipid ($D_{\text{mem}}$) (Finkelstein, 1986; Stein, 1989, 1990). These parameters reflect the ability of the substance both to leave the aqueous medium for the lipid of the bilayer, and to diffuse through the hydrocarbon of the bilayer, and are related to the measured permeability by Eq. 8. This model has been validated, both for artificial lipid bilayers and biological membranes by measuring the permeabilities of a wide variety of substances. The importance of the partition coefficient in determining permeability was demonstrated by the tight relationship be-

\begin{figure}
\centering
\includegraphics{figure5}
\caption{Ammonia flux through liposomes of varying composition. (A, inset) DLPC; (B) POPC/10\% cholesterol; (C) POPC/SPH/CHOL. Time axes of A-C are identical. (A, inset) Expands early timecourse.}
\end{figure}
between the logarithm of the permeability coefficient $P$, and the logarithm of $K$ for each substance (Finkelstein, 1986; Stein, 1989, 1990). The fact that several model hydrophobic substances such as olive oil, hexadecane, or ether can provide log $K$ values which relate linearly to log $P$ indicates that the specifics of lipid structure are not critical for defining the relationship between $K$ and $P$ (Finkelstein, 1986; Stein, 1989, 1990). The role of the diffusion of the substance through the lipid bilayer has been demonstrated by comparing the log of $D_{mem}$, calculated as in Eq. 8, to the mo-

![Graphs](image)

**Figure 6.** Permeabilities of different liposome preparations expressed as a function of their fluorescence anisotropy. Ordinates: permeabilities in centimeters per second. Abscissas: fluorescence anisotropy. (A) Water permeabilities. (B) Urea permeabilities. (C) Acetamide permeabilities. (D) Ammonia permeabilities. All curves are fitted single exponentials.

molecular weight of the substance (Stein, 1989, 1990). (This approach has several limitations for our results in that both the partition coefficient and the thickness of the lipid bilayer may vary with lipid composition. With respect to the thickness of the bilayer, recalculating $D_{mem}$ using the range of thicknesses measured for artificial bilayers [30–60 Å] does not alter the linear relationship between $\ln$ and $D_{mem}$ and anisotropy [data not shown]. The partition coefficient may vary with lipid composi-
tion and may vary along the thickness of the bilayer. However, partition coefficients for organic solvents do correlate well with permeabilities of different solutes through a variety of biological and artificial membranes, indicating that these coefficients are applicable at a macroscopic level.) These results have provided evidence that the membrane functions as a hydrophobic sieve, resembling a polymer, and retarding the flux of larger molecules to a far greater extent than that of smaller molecules. The present studies were designed to test the solubility diffusion model for a number of substances by examining the effect on permeability of varying systematically the averaged fluidity of the bilayer, as estimated by DPH anisotropy.

Membrane fluidity is defined as the inverse of viscosity, the property describing the resistance of a fluid to movement (LeGrimellec, Friedlander, El Yandouzi, Zlatkine, and M. Giocondi, 1992; Shinitzky, 1984). Most data on fluidity of biological membranes have been obtained from the steady state fluorescence polarization of the lipophilic probe DPH, a measurement which corresponds to the lipid order of the bulk hydrocarbon (LeGrimellec et al., 1992; Shinitzky, 1984). Although newer probes are available to examine fluidities of microdomains of the lipid bilayer, such as the surface (LeGrimellec et al., 1992; Shinitzky, 1984), the potential role of fluidity in governing $D_{\text{mem}}$ suggested that a measure of averaged fluidity of the bilayer might correlate well with $D_{\text{mem}}$.

While fluidity has long been advocated as a determinant of basal membrane permeability, there is little data comparing DPH anisotropy to measurements of membrane permeabilities. By contrast, numerous studies have examined the effects of changes in membrane fluidity on the activities of membrane transport proteins (LeGrimellec et al., 1992; Shinitzky, 1984; Friedlander, Shahedi, LeGrimellec, and Amiel, 1988). In early studies relating permeability to membrane physical state,
Carruthers and Melchior (1983), using microturbidimetry and differential scanning calorimetry techniques, found a transition from low to high water permeability paralleling the bilayer liquid crystalline to fluid phase transition (Carruthers and Melchior, 1983). Subsequently, Worman, Brasitus, Dudeja, Fozzard, and Field (1986), studying bovine tracheal epithelial cell apical membranes, examined the relationship between lipid fluidity and water permeability (Worman et al., 1986).

Membranes treated with increasing concentrations of benzyl alcohol, a known fluidizer, led to concommitent increases in fluidity and relative water permeability. The relationship between relatively impermeant membranes and fluidity is less well studied. Verkman and Masur (1988), studying isolated toad bladder granules, correlated very low osmotic water permeability and high DPH anisotropy (5 × 10⁻⁴ cm/s and 0.253 at 23°C, respectively) (Verkman and Masur, 1988).
To determine the relationship between DPH anisotropy and permeabilities, several conditions must be met. First, the liposomes must be of uniform size and the size must be known. As discussed above, the flux data demonstrate the presence of uniform populations of liposomes. Moreover, the reasonable expectation that the liposomes would be roughly 100 nm in diameter was confirmed by quasielastic light scattering and electron microscopy. The second important condition is that the observed fluxes reflect movement of substances across the membrane and not cross the unstirred layer of aqueous medium in contact with the membrane. Because permeability coefficients are reciprocals of resistances and the resistances of the unstirred layers and the membrane to flux are in series:

\[
\frac{1}{P_{\text{tot}}} = \frac{1}{P_{\text{mem}}} + \frac{1}{P_{\text{us}}},
\]

where \(P_{\text{tot}}\) is the observed permeability coefficient, \(P_{\text{mem}}\) is the actual membrane permeability and \(P_{\text{us}}\) is the permeability coefficient for the unstirred layers (Stein, 1989, 1990). Several considerations indicate that \(P_{\text{us}}\) is high relative to \(P_{\text{mem}}\), so that \(1/P_{\text{us}}\) approaches 0 for all of the substances studied here. First, the measured permeabilities varied significantly with lipid composition and DPH anisotropy. Because all of the liposomes were of similar size and all were subjected to identical conditions, it can be anticipated that \(P_{\text{us}}\) would be similar under all conditions. The variability of measured permeabilities indicates that unstirred layer effects did not contribute substantially to the measured values. Second, we have previously inserted gramicidin pores and reconstituted Aquaporin CHIP into liposomes of similar size, and studied them under similar conditions (Zeidel et al., 1992, 1994). Gramicidin increased the apparent proton permeability by 50-100-fold, and aquaporin CHIP increased \(P_f\) by up to 20-fold, indicating that \(P_{\text{us}}\) was at least 20-fold higher than \(P_{\text{mem}}\) for water, and was 50-100-fold higher than \(P_{\text{mem}}\) for protons. In the case of aquaporin CHIP, the conductance of individual channels obtained in these measurements as well as the activation energy and mercurial sensitivity, matched closely the values obtained in native red blood cells, indicating that the unstirred layer effects were minimal in the liposome studies (Zeidel et al., 1992, 1994).

The present studies investigate directly the influence of averaged fluidity of the bilayer on membrane permeability by comparing permeabilities of a series of eight artificial lipid membranes exhibiting a wide range of DPH anisotropies normally encountered in biological membranes. Permeabilities to water, urea, and acetamide (solutes with distinctly different oil:water partition coefficients), ammonia, and protons were measured. POPC/SPH/CH and SPH/CH LUV exhibited anisotropies similar to the highest values measured in epithelial apical membranes. Furthermore, osmotic water permeabilities of POPC/SPH/CH and SPH/CH LUV (8.5 x 10^{-4} and 2.2 x 10^{-4} cm/s, respectively) were strikingly similar to values previously measured in water-tight apical epithelial membranes (Kikeri et al., 1989; Harris et al., 1991; Grossman et al., 1992; Priver et al., 1993; Zeidel et al., 1993). As shown in Fig. 6, A–D, the relationship between DPH anisotropy and permeabilities to water, urea, acetamide, and ammonia was well fit in each instance by single exponential functions, with higher anisotropy (lower fluidity) corresponding to lower permeability. Therefore, membrane fluidity, as indicated by DPH anisotropy ap-
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Previous studies of artificial lipid membranes showed that increasing amounts of cholesterol, sphingomyelin, and acyl chain saturation were associated with both decreased permeabilities to water and solutes and decreased fluidity (Finkelstein, 1986). The present studies demonstrate that the effects of changes in membrane composition on permeability are accounted for by the measured effects on fluidity as reported by DPH anisotropy. As shown in Fig. 8, where it was possible to calculate $D_{\text{mem}}$, it correlated extremely well with anisotropy, indicating that fluidity governs permeability by determining the diffusion coefficient for substances through the bilayer.

Over the range of anisotropies tested, permeabilities to water, urea, acetamide, and ammonia varied 67-, 1,290-, 96-, and 32-fold, respectively. Although the correlation between DPH anisotropy and permeability was tight, the larger effect of fluidity on urea permeability is striking. This increased range of permeabilities could be due to a larger effect of fluidity on $D_{\text{mem}}$. However, examining the values for $D_{\text{mem}}$ shown in Fig. 8, the range of $D_{\text{mem}}$'s calculated for water, urea, and acetamide permeabilities is roughly similar, with the range being somewhat larger for urea than for the other substances. Moreover, the values for $D_{\text{mem}}$ for urea and acetamide in bilayers of identical composition are quite similar. These results suggest that urea diffusion through the bilayer is impeded to a similar degree as acetamide. From Eq. 8, the very low urea partition coefficient amplifies the modest increase in range of urea $D_{\text{mem}}$ values so that the range of urea permeabilities is large.

In addition to its effects on fluidity, addition of cholesterol to the bilayers might be expected to alter the packing of the polar head groups of the phospholipid molecules and to reduce the concentrations of water within the bilayer (Parasassi, Di-Stefano, Loiero, Ravagnan, and Gratton, 1994). These effects on packing and water content might or might not vary consistently with fluorescence anisotropy. However, the close relationship between $D_{\text{mem}}$ and fluorescence anisotropy suggests that these other effects may be of secondary importance.

By contrast, proton permeability was only weakly influenced by averaged fluidity of the bilayer, varying only threefold over the range of fluidity tested (Figs. 5 and 7). These apparently anomalous results for proton permeability suggest that transmembrane proton flux occurs in a manner distinct from the flux of other substances. These data are consistent with previous studies which have demonstrated aberrantly high proton permeabilities in both artificial and biological membranes compared with other biologically relevant cations (Nagle, 1987; Gutknecht, 1987b; Deamer, 1987; Deamer and Nichols, 1989; Verkman and Ives, 1986). The proton permeabilities reported in these studies have varied widely, ranging from $10^{-9}$ to $10^{-4}$ cm/s. Importantly, proton fluxes are far higher in all reports than those of other ions. The cause of anomalously high proton flux is unknown. It has been suggested that protons move along hydrogen-bonded clusters of water molecules dissolved in the hydrophobic core of the lipid bilayer (water wires) (Deamer and Nichols, 1989; Nagle, 1987). Alternatively, protons may cross membranes in the form of protonated weak acids or free fatty acids in the hydrophobic core may act as protonophores, transporting protons across the membrane (Gutknecht, 1987a,b; Deamer and Nichols, 1989).

Epithelia separate compartments of widely differing composition, and apical
membranes form the major barrier to flux of water, protons, and small nonelectrolytes. Knowledge of the relationship between lipid bilayer fluidity and permeability is essential to the understanding of apical membrane barrier function. The solubility diffusion model suggests that solutes may permeate the membrane via small aqueous filled cavities that form transiently in the bilayer structure. Recent studies have defined different microdomains of the bilayer, including the interface between phospholipid headgroups and the aqueous medium, the portion of the hydrocarbon chains adjacent to the headgroups, and the portion of the hydrocarbon chains which are far from the headgroups. Studies of permeability in artificial bilayers indicate that the portion of the hydrocarbon chains adjacent to the headgroups is the likely site of the bilayer permeability barrier, selecting for solutes on the basis of partition coefficients, and acting as the major barrier to diffusion (Xiang et al., 1992). Modeling of the bilayer indicates that the region of the hydrocarbon chains adjacent to the phospholipid headgroups exhibits lower fluidity and therefore less likelihood of forming aqueous cavities than other domains of the bilayer (Xiang, 1993). These results suggest that reduced bulk fluidity of membranes may be reflected in reduced ability of the hydrocarbon chains adjacent to the phospholipid headgroups to form aqueous cavities, leading to reduced ability of solutes to permeate the membrane. The results of this study showing a tight correlation between averaged fluidity of the bilayer as estimated by DPH anisotropy and permeability for all substances studied except protons certainly agrees with this formulation.

Because apical membranes exhibit lower permeabilities than basolateral membranes, and because the cytoplasmic leaflet mixes freely between the two domains while the exofacial domain does not, it is likely that the low permeability of the apical membrane is a property of the exofacial leaflet (van Meer, Stelzer, Wijnaendts-van-Resandt, and Simons, 1987; Simons and van Meer, 1988; Bomsel, Prydz, Parpton, Gruenberg, and Simons, 1989). Interestingly, it has been shown that apical membranes demonstrate transmembrane bilayer asymmetry, with exofacial leaflets containing a higher proportion of sphingomyelin and glycosphingolipids (LeGrimellec et al., 1992; Harris et al., 1991; Zeidel et al., 1993). Such a lipid composition would be expected to lower exofacial leaflet fluidity, thereby lowering permeability. Recent studies from our laboratory have provided evidence that this asymmetry in composition and fluidity may play a critical role in reducing membrane permeability (Lande et al., 1994). Whether lower fluidity in a membrane leaflet results in a reduction in the $D_{mem}$ of the bilayer remains unclear. Further studies will be needed to determine the role of bilayer asymmetry and membrane proteins in determining the unique permeability properties of barrier epithelial apical membranes.
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